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TOPOLOGICAL HOCHSCHILD HOMOLOGY OF ` AND ko
VIGLEIK ANGELTVEIT, MICHAEL HILL AND TYLER LAWSON
Abstract. We calculate the integral homotopy groups of THH(`) at
any prime and of THH(ko) at p = 2, where ` is the Adams summand
of the connective complex p-local K-theory spectrum and ko is the con-
nective real K-theory spectrum.
1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation. Topological Hochschild homology is a generalization of
Hochschild homology to the context of structured ring spectra. In analogy
with Hochschild homology, it helps classifying deformations and extensions
of structured ring spectra.
In addition, the work of numerous authors on the cyclotomic trace now
gives machinery allowing the computation of the algebraic K-theory of con-
nective ring spectra R [4, 9]. The first necessary input to these computations
is the topological Hochschild homology THH(R).
After localization at a fixed prime p, the connective complex K-theory
spectrum ku has a summand `, known as the Adams summand, and when
p = 2, ` = ku(2). McClure and Staffeldt carried out the computation of
the mod p homotopy of THH(`) at primes p ≥ 3 [12]. Their method was
to first compute the E2-term of the Adams spectral sequence converging to
the mod p homotopy, and then use knowledge about the K(1)-homology to
obtain necessary information about the differentials. These methods lead to
difficulties at the prime 2 because the mod 2 Moore spectrum is not a ring
spectrum. The computations were extended by Rognes and the first author
to the case p = 2 [1].
Ausoni and Rognes have computed the V (1)-homotopy of the topological
cyclic homology TC(`) and of the algebraic K-theory K(`) [3], beginning by
computing the homotopy of V (1) ∧ THH(`). This leads to problems at the
prime 3, where V (1) is not a ring spectrum, and at the prime 2, where V (1)
does not exist, and so their computations were only valid for p ≥ 5. Ausoni
later extended their THH computations to p = 3 and to computations for
ku, rather than for the Adams summand [2].
McClure and Staffeldt stated in [12] their intent to continue their project:
“In the sequel we will investigate the integral homotopy groups of THH(`)
using our present results as a starting point.” While extensive computations
were carried out, this sequel never appeared.
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The aim of this paper is to use some of the recent advances in structured
ring spectra to both simplify the previous computations of THH(`), in some
cases removing any restrictions on the prime, and to exhibit a complete in-
tegral computation of THH∗(`) as an `∗-module. One finds that there is
a weak equivalence between the spectrum V (1) ∧ THH(`), for p odd, and
THH(`;HFp), and the latter is the realization of a simplicial commutative
HFp-algebra. It should be noted that this method does not simplify the com-
putations of topological cyclic homology and algebraic K-theory, as neither
of these spectra inherit the structure of module spectra over `.
In addition, there are Bockstein spectral sequences for computing the
homotopy of THH(`;HZ(p)) and that of THH(`; `/p) from THH∗(`;HFp),
and for computing THH∗(`) from THH∗(`; `/p) or from THH∗(`;HZ(p)). It
happens that the integral computation of the homotopy groups of THH(`)
is determined by the requirement that the two Bockstein spectral sequences
converging to THH∗(`) agree. We highly recommend that the reader exper-
iment with this method at p = 2 to gain insight into the final result.
Similarly, this “dueling Bockstein” method can be used to give a complete
computation of THH∗(ko; ku) 2-locally, and the results are strikingly similar
to the 2-local computation of THH∗(ku). There is then a final η-Bockstein
spectral sequence computing the 2-local homotopy of THH(ko) which is
directly computable. One, perhaps unexpected, result of this computation
is that η2 acts by zero on the homotopy of THH(ko), the summand of
THH(ko) complementary to ko.
1.2. Organization. We begin in Section 2 by summarizing the key tools
we will need to start the computations and stating our main results. In
Section 3, we run the first two Bockstein spectral sequences. This provides
the necessary input to allow us to run the last two spectral sequences. In
Section 4, we analyze the third Bockstein spectral sequence, using it to get
information about the possible structure of the homotopy groups. Section 5
is a brief digression into topological Hochschild cohomology, and in it, we
find elements in THH∗S(`) that pair nicely with the generators we found in
early sections. In Section 6, we use the vanishing and cyclicity results we
found in Section 4 to find all of the differentials and extensions in the fourth
Bockstein spectral sequence. This completes the computation of THH(`).
We round out our computations in Section 7, where we calculate the 2-
local homotopy of THH(ko). Finding THH∗(ko; ku) requires an analysis
similar to that for THH∗(ku), and we pass from THH∗(ko; ku) to THH∗(ko)
by analyzing the η-Bockstein spectral sequence and resolving hidden exten-
sions.
2. Preliminary Remarks and Statement of Results
2.1. Algebraic Preliminaries. As a global piece of notation, we will write
a
.= b when a is equal to b up to multiplication by a p-local unit.
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We begin with a few lemmas which allow us to state the kinds of Bo¨kstedt
spectral sequences we will use. If R is an S-algebra and M is an R-bimodule,
let THH(R;M) denote the derived smash product M ∧R∧Rop R [8, § IX]. If
instead of S-algebras we consider E-algebras for a fixed E∞ ring spectrum
E, then we will denote the relative THH by THHE(R;M).
Lemma 2.1. Suppose R is a commutative S-algebra and M is an R-module
given the commutative bimodule structure. Then there is a weak equivalence
THH(R;M) 'M ∧R THH(R).
Proof. We show a chain of weak equivalences whose composite is the one in
question. By definition, we have
THH(R;M) 'M ∧R∧Rop R ' (M ∧R R) ∧R∧Rop R,
and reassociating gives that this is equivalent to
M ∧R (R ∧R∧Rop R) 'M ∧R THH(R). 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose R → Q is a map of S-algebras and M is a Q-R
bimodule, given an R-R bimodule structure by pullback. Then there is a
weak equivalence
THH(R;M) 'M ∧Q∧Rop Q.
Proof. Similarly to the previous lemma, this follows from the following chain
of weak equivalences:
THH(R;M) 'M ∧R∧Rop R ' (M ∧Q∧Rop Q ∧Rop) ∧R∧Rop R,
and reassociating gives that this is equivalent to
M ∧Q∧Rop (Q ∧Rop ∧R∧Rop R) 'M ∧Q∧Rop Q. 
This gives a Ku¨nneth spectral sequence computing the homotopy of this
derived smash product [8, IV 4.1].
Corollary 2.3. Under these circumstances, there is a Ku¨nneth spectral se-
quence with E2-term
TorQ∗R
op
∗∗ (M∗, Q∗)⇒ THH∗(R;M).
This expression for topological Hochschild homology often leads to strictly
simpler computations than are usually carried out by means of the Bo¨kstedt
spectral sequence [5, 6]. For instance, if R = Q = HFp, we obtain a spectral
sequence starting from
TorA∗∗∗ (Fp,Fp)⇒ THH∗(Fp).
Here A∗ is the dual Steenrod algebra. This can be identified as the part
of the Bo¨kstedt spectral sequence consisting of the primitives under the
A∗-comodule action.
There are dual statements for topological Hochschild cohomology that
we will need in Section 5. Let THHE(R;M) denote the derived function
spectrum FR∧ERop(R,M). Even if E = S, the sphere spectrum, we will
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include it in the notation to distinguish from the topological Hochschild
homology spectrum.
Lemma 2.4 ([8]). Suppose R → Q is a map of E-algebras and M is a
Q-R bimodule, given an R-R bimodule structure by pullback. Then there is
a weak equivalence
THHE(R;M) ' FQ∧ERop(Q,M).
This in turn gives a universal coefficients spectral sequence which we will
use to compute THH∗E(R;M) [8, IV 4.1].
Corollary 2.5. Under these circumstances, there is a universal coefficient
spectral sequence
Ext∗∗pi∗(Q∧ERop)(Q∗,M∗)⇒ THH∗E(R;M).
2.2. Method and Main Results. Recall that as an algebra,
pi∗` = Z(p)[v1],
where |v1| = 2p − 2. Our key technique is to play the reductions modulo p
and v1 off of each other in computable ways.
Computations using the Bo¨kstedt spectral sequence or Corollary 2.3 allow
us to see that
THH∗(`;HFp) = E(λ1, λ2)⊗ Fp[µ],
where |λi| = 2pi − 1, and |µ| = 2p2 [1, 12]. Moreover, since the bimodule
HFp is the quotient of ` by p = v0 and v1, we can find two intermediate `-
modules between ` and HFp, namely Morava k(1) = `/p and HZ(p) = `/v1.
This allows us to go from THH(`) to THH(`;HFp) in two ways:
THH(`)
((QQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
Q
vvmmm
mmm
mmm
mmm
m
THH(`;HZ(p))
((QQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQ
THH(`; k(1))
vvnnn
nnn
nnn
nnn
n
THH(`;HFp)
Each of the arrows in the above diagram gives a Miller-Novikov Bockstein
spectral sequence going the other way [13]. The construction of each is
identical: for M one of these bimodules and for x either p or v1, we have a
cofiber sequence of `-bimodules
Σ|x|M x−→M →M/x.
Iterating this gives us a filtration of M , the filtration quotients of which
are the iterated |x|-fold suspensions of M/x. Thus we have the following
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spectral sequences:
THH∗(`;HFp)[v1] =⇒ THH∗
(
`; k(1)
)
;(1)
THH∗(`;HFp)[v0] =⇒ THH∗(`;HZ(p))∧p ;(2)
THH∗
(
`; k(1)
)
[v0] =⇒ THH∗(`)∧p ;(3)
THH∗(`;HZ(p))[v1] =⇒ THH∗(`).(4)
These are bigraded spectral sequences in which elements of THH∗(`;M)
have bidegree (∗, 0) and in which v0 or v1 have bidegrees (0, 1) or (2p− 2, 1)
respectively. These spectral sequences have Adams style differentials, and in
all cases except the third, each of these spectral sequences can be realized as
an Adams spectral sequence in an appropriate category of module spectra
(to ensure equality on E1, we choose a minimal resolution of our module).
We can understand the first two spectral sequences easily, and this gives
us two spectral sequences which we can play against each other to under-
stand THH∗(`). Moreover, since THH(`) is finitely generated, these results
actually give p-local, rather than p-complete, information.
We recall that for a commutative S-algebra R with a module M given
the commutative bimodule structure, there is a splitting in R-modules
THH(R;M) 'M ∨ THH(R;M).
For convenience, we will often perform computations with THH(`) and ex-
clude the factor of ` which splits off.
We will show how to completely understand THH∗(`) as an `∗-module.
Theorem 2.6. As an `∗-module,
THH∗(`) = `∗ ⊕ Σ2p−1F ⊕ T,
where F is a torsion free summand and T is an infinite direct sum of torsion
modules concentrated in even degrees.
2.3. The Torsion Free Part. Since rational homotopy is rational homol-
ogy, we can easily run the Bo¨kstedt spectral sequence computing the rational
homotopy of THH(`). For degree reasons, the spectral sequence collapses
with no possible extensions, and we have as isomorphism of `∗⊗Q-algebras
THH∗(`)⊗Q ∼= Q[λ1, v1]/λ21,
where |λ1| = 2p − 1. This tells us exactly where all of the torsion free
summands of THH∗(`) lie.
Theorem 2.7. The torsion free summand of THH∗(`) is F · λ1, where F
the `∗-module
F = `∗
[
vp
k+···+p
1
pk
; k ≥ 1
]
⊂ `∗ ⊗Q.
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Thus the classes vk1λ1 become increasingly p-divisible as k gets large. We
pause to mention the relation of this structure to known computations. At
an odd prime McClure and Staffeldt already found ([12, Theorem 8.1]) that
THH(L) ' v−11 THH(`) ' L ∨ ΣLQ,
where L is the periodic Adams summand. This can be seen directly here
at any prime, as follows. Inverting v1 in the homotopy of THH(`) leaves
L ∧` THH(`) = THH(`;L). However, L is the localization of the ` ∧ `op-
module ` obtained by inverting both images of v1. Localization of modules
(in the sense of inverting elements in homotopy) over a commutative ring
spectrum commutes with taking smash product with other modules, and so
we find that inverting v1 yields
THH(`;L) ' L ∧L∧Lop L = THH(L).
Therefore, inverting v1 in the homotopy of THH(`) yields
THH∗(L) = L∗ ⊕ v−11 Σ2p−1F ∼= L∗ ⊕ Σ(LQ)∗,
recovering the McClure-Staffeldt result for odd primes and extending it to
p = 2.
2.4. The Torsion Part. The torsion is rather involved, but it can also
be understood. It is concentrated in even degrees, and it follows a kind
of tower-of-Hanoi pattern with increasingly complicated, inductively built,
components.
We define a sequence of torsion modules Tn for n ≥ 0 as follows. As an
`∗-module, each Tn has generators gw for all strings w on letters 0, . . . , p−1.
We impose two kinds of relations. First, we require that gw = 0 if |w| > n,
where |w| denotes the length of the string. Second, if we write w ·w′ for the
concatenation of strings, we have
pgw =
{
vp
(n−|w|+2)
1 gw′ + gw·0 if w = w
′ · (p− 1),
gw·0 otherwise.
One can show inductively that that these relations imply that
vp
n−|w|+1+···+p
1 gw = 0
for all w. The non-zero generators are graded by saying that if w = a1 . . . ak,
then
|gw| = 2p2(a1pn−1 + · · ·+ akpn−k).
An easy example is that T0 = `∗/(p, v
p
1).
More generally, the modules Tn have only finitely many nonzero elements.
The modules Tn are self-dual; the duality is given by
gw ←→ vp
n−|w|+1+···+p−1
1 gw¯,
where w¯ is the string w with each digit a replaced by p− 1− a.
The modules Tn are more easily viewed through a recursive construction.
First there are inclusions of direct summands Σ2kp
n+1
Tn−1 ↪→ Tn given by
6
gw 7→ gk·w, for 1 ≤ k ≤ p − 2. There is also an inclusion of Tn−1 given by
gw 7→ g0·w and a projection Tn → Σ2(p−1)pn+1Tn−1 given by
gw 7→
{
gw′ w = (p− 1) · w′
0 otherwise.
The structure of Tn as a module is determined by having these summands,
submodules, and quotient modules, together with a generator g∅ satisfying
relations
p · g∅ = g0
vp
n+1
1 g∅ = g(p−1)0 − p · g(p−1).
One can view Tn as being recursively constructed out of p copies of Tn−1,
where we glue together the first and last copies along a v1-tower of length
pn+1 + · · ·+ p.
Theorem 2.8. The torsion summand of the homotopy of THH(`), as an
`∗-module, is isomorphic to⊕
n≥0
p−1⊕
k=1
Σ2kp
n+2+2(p−1)Tn.
In particular, for all n ≥ 1 and 2 ≤ k ≤ p, the even dimensional homotopy
between degrees 2kpn+2 − 2p+ 1 and 2kpn+2 + 2p− 3 is zero.
To facilitate understanding of the modules Tn, we have included a picture
of the torsion for p = 2 starting in degrees 18 and 34 as Figure 1. These
correspond to T1 and T2.
17 19 21 23 25 27 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49 51 53 55 57 59
0
2
4
6
8
10
12
g∅
g0
g1 g∅
g0
g00
g01 g11
g10
g1
Figure 1. The torsion in degrees 18 through 60 for p = 2
3. The first two Bockstein spectral sequences
In this section, we compute the base case Bockstein spectral sequences,
Spectral Sequences (1) and (2). As was mentioned above,
THH∗(`;HFp) = E(λ1, λ2)⊗ Fp[µ],
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where λ1, λ2 and µ are in degrees 2p − 1, 2p2 − 1 and 2p2, respectively.
Here λ1 is represented by σξ1, λ2 is represented by σξ2 and µ is represented
by στ2. The elements ξi and τ2 arise from the dual Steenrod algebra via
the change of rings, and the operator σ represents multiplication by the
fundamental class of S1, using circle action on THH(`). At p = 2, the usual
modifications involving the names of classes in the dual Steenrod algebra
apply. We note, as in [12, Prop 4.2] or [1, Thm 5.12], that there is a mod
p Bockstein connecting µ and λ2. This is essential for starting the HZ-
Bockstein spectral sequence.
3.1. The k(1)-Bockstein spectral sequence. McClure and Staffeldt ran
the first Bockstein spectral sequence at an odd prime, calculating the homo-
topy groups of THH(`; k(1)) in [12], and in [1], Rognes and the first author
extended the calculation to p = 2.
The calculation depends on the following result of McClure and Staffeldt:
HH∗(K(1)∗`) ∼= K(1)∗`.
This implies that the K(1)∗-based Bo¨kstedt spectral sequence collapses:
K(1)∗` ∼= K(1)∗THH(`), and with the exception of the class 1, all elements
are v1-torsion. There is only one pattern of differentials compatible with
this, and it produces v1-towers of various length on µiλ1, µiλ1λ2 and µpiλ2.
For the reader’s convenience we recall the result here.
Recursively define r(n) by r(1) = p, r(2) = p2 and r(n) = pn + r(n − 2)
for n ≥ 3. Also define λn by λn = λn−2µpn−3(p−1).
Theorem 3.1 ([1, 12]). The homotopy of THH(`; k(1)) is generated as a
module over Fp[v1] by 1, xn,m = λnµp
n−1m and x′n,m = λnλn+1µp
n−1m for
n ≥ 1 and m ≥ 0, m 6≡ p− 1 mod p. The relations are generated by
v
r(n)
1 xn,m = v
r(n)
1 x
′
n,m = 0.
Figure 2 shows the homotopy of THH
(
ku; k(1)
)
through dimension 33 at
p = 2.
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32
0
2
4
6
8
Figure 2. The homotopy of THH
(
ku; k(1)
)
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3.2. The HZ-Bockstein spectral sequence. Next we run the Bockstein
spectral sequence converging to THH∗(`;HZ(p))∧p . There is an immediate
differential d1(µ) = v0λ2, since as was described above, the corresponding
classes in the homology of THH(`) are connected by a Bockstein.
To get the remaining differentials, we use the following “Leibniz” rule for
higher differentials in a Bockstein spectral sequence.
Lemma 3.2. We have differentials
di+1(µp
i
) = vi+10 µ
pi−1λ2.
Proof. We use a result of May relating the higher Bocksteins and pth powers
[11, Proposition 6.8] in an E∞ context. If x supports a dj differential in the
Bockstein spectral sequence, then
dj+1(xp) = v0xp−1dj(x)
if p > 2 or if p = 2, j ≥ 2. If p = 2 and j = 1, then there is an error term of
P4(d1(x)).
In our case, it is easy to see that the error term vanishes. The error term
is P4(λ2). This power operation is simply Q8, and since Q8 commutes with
the σ action, we see that
Q8(λ2) = Q8(σξ22) = σQ
8(ξ22) = σ(Q
4ξ2)2 = σξ23 = 0. 
Remark 3.3. Just as we used the K(1)-based Bo¨kstedt spectral sequence to
get v1-torsion information, we can use the K(0) = HQ-based Bo¨kstedt spec-
tral sequence to get p-torsion information. The HQ-based Bo¨kstedt spectral
sequence gives
THH∗(`;HQ) ∼= Q[λ1]/λ21,
so we know that all the rest is torsion. This method alone tells us where all
the differentials are, though not how long they are in this case.
Let ai = µi−1λ2 and bi = µi−1λ1λ2, for i ≥ 1. Then |ai| = 2p2i − 1 and
|bi| = 2p2i+ 2(p− 1), and they both have order pk+1, where k = νp(i), the
p-adic valuation of i. The above analysis shows the following proposition.
Proposition 3.4. The homotopy of THH(`;HZ(p)) is a copy of Z(p) gen-
erated by λ1 plus torsion. The torsion is generated as a Z(p)-module by the
elements ai and bi.
Since this is a Bockstein spectral sequence for replacing p, we know
that there are no possible additive extensions. The lifts of ai and bi to
THH∗(`;HZ(p)) are defined up to a p-adic unit.
4. The third Bockstein spectral sequence
In this section, we say as much as we can about the spectral sequence
THH∗
(
`; k(1)
)
[v0]⇒ THH∗(`)∧p .
9
The E1-page through dimension 33 for p = 2 is depicted in Figure 3. Note
that v1 is really in filtration 0 here; we draw it in filtration 1 to reduce the
clutter.
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32
0
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8
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Figure 3. The v0-Bockstein spectral sequence converging to THH∗(ku)
This spectral sequence allows us to conclude key facts about some of the
homotopy groups, making upper bounds on the order of the groups or de-
termining if they are cyclic. The following lemmata serve as the workhorses
for all computations in Spectral Sequence (4).
Lemma 4.1.
(a) The groups THH2pn+2−2p(`) for n ≥ 1 are cyclic.
(b) The groups THH2pn+2−2(`) and THH2pn+2(`) for n ≥ 0 are 0.
(c) The groups THH2pn+2+2p−2(`) for n ≥ 0 are cyclic.
Proof. We show this by showing that in this Bockstein spectral sequence,
the E1 term is Fp[v0] in degree 2pn+2 − 2p and 2pn+2 + 2p − 2 and is 0 in
degrees 2pn+2 − 2 and 2pn+2.
The only even generators from Theorem 3.1 are the generators x′n,m. A
simple counting argument shows that
|x′n,m| = 2(pn+1 − 1) + 2p+ 2mpn+1 = 2(p− 1) + 2(m+ 1)pn+1.
The element x′n,m supports a v1-tower truncated at height r(n), where r(n)
was recursively defined for Theorem 3.1 as well. We can now check by
degree, arguing by p-adic expansion.
The proof of the results in the lemma are very similar. We must first find
all of the elements of the form x′j,mv
k
1 in dimension 2p
n+2 − 2p. In other
words, we must find all triples (j,m, k) such that
2pn+2 − 2p = 2(m+ 1)pj+1 + (1 + k)2(p− 1),
subject to the condition that k < r(j). The integer 2(pn+2 − p) is divisible
by 2(p− 1), so we see that m+ 1 = (p− 1)mˆ for some integer mˆ. Dividing
through by 2(p− 1) leaves
mˆpj+1 + 1 + k = pn+1 + · · ·+ p.
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In particular, we must have that
k ≥ pj + · · ·+ p− 1.
If j > 1, then this quantity is bigger than r(j) by induction. If j = 1, then
there is a solution with k < r(j), namely k = p−1, mˆ = 1+ · · ·+pn−1. This
means that modulo p, there is one generator in degree 2pn+2 − 2p, namely
x′1,pn−2v
p−1
1 .
For degree 2pn+2 − 2, we note that this degree is the degree just argued
plus |v1|. In that degree, the generating class was the largest allowed v1
multiple of the class x′1,pn−2, so there can be no classes in 2pn+2 − 2.
For degree 2pn+2, we search for classes x′j,mv
k
1 such that
|x′j,mvk1 | = 2(m+ 1)pj+1 + 2(p− 1) + 2(p− 1)k = 2pn+2.
Combining terms and reducing modulo pj+1, we see that k is at least pj+1−1,
which is in particular larger than r(j).
The proof of part (c) is similar. Part (b) shows that there are no v1-
divisible classes in this degree. By construction, there is at most one x′j,m
in each degree, and in this degree, we have the classes x′n+1,0. 
Lemma 4.2. The groups THH2pn+2−1(`) for n ≥ 0 are Z(p).
Proof. The proof of this lemma is very similar. Here we consider the odd
classes xj,m, and the argument depends on the parity of j. A combinatorial
check shows that
|xj,m| =
{
2(p− 1)(pj−1 + pj−3 + · · ·+ p)+ 2p− 1 + 2mpn+1 j even
2(p− 1)(pj−1 + pj−3 + · · ·+ 1)+ 1 + 2mpn+1 j odd.
We must find those values of j, m, and k such that
|xj,mvk1 | = 2pn+2 − 1.
Regardless of the parity of j, if we subtract 1 from both sides, then the right
hand side is 0 modulo 2(p− 1). This implies that again m = mˆ(p− 1). At
this point, the argument does not depend on the parity in an essential way,
so we spell out only the case of j = 2i. Dividing by 2(p− 1) leaves
mˆp2i+1 + p2i−1 + · · ·+ p3 + p+ 1 + k = pn+1 + · · ·+ 1.
If n + 1 > 2i − 1, then k ≥ p2i + · · · + p2 = r(2i). On the other hand, if
n+1 = 2i−1, then we can choose k = r(2i−2), mˆ = 0. Thus we have for each
n a single generator in degree 2pn+2−1, namely xn+2,0vr(n)1 . This class must
generate an infinite cyclic group by the computation of THH∗(`)⊗Q. 
Lemma 4.3. The groups THH2pn+2+2p−3(`) for n ≥ 0 are Z(p).
Proof. The proof is the same as for the previous case. The dimension in
question is that of the previous lemma plus |v1|. Here we must choose
k = r(n) + 1, and the generating class is xn+2,0v
r(n)+1
1 . 
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Corollary 4.4. For all i, the classes x′i+1,0 survive the Bockstein spectral
sequence, giving non-zero permanent cycles in THH∗(`).
Proof. Part (c) of Lemma 4.1 shows that THH2pn+2+2p−2(`) is a cyclic group
generated by x′i+1,0, and Lemma 4.3 shows that THH2pn+2+2p−3(`) ∼= Z(p).
Hence x′i+1,0 cannot support a differential. 
5. Topological Hochschild cohomology
To finish the computations, we will use the “cap product” pairing of
topological Hochschild cohomology with topological Hochschild homology:
THHnS(`)⊗ THHm(`)→ THHm−n(`).
This arises quite naturally. The spectrum THHS(`) is the function spectrum
F`∧`op(`, `) of (`− `)-bimodule maps from ` to itself. The smash product in
(` ∧ `op)-modules is functorial in each factor, so there is a canonical map
THHS(`) ∧ THHS(`)→ THHS(`)
given by “evaluating the function on the first factor”. Our cap product is
the effect in homotopy of this pairing.
Many of the torsion patterns, both for the v0 and v1 Bockstein spectral
sequences, arise from multiplication by powers of µ. While no power of µ
survives the Bockstein spectral sequences, the µk translates of permanent
cycles do survive. Using the pairing with THHS(`), we can actually connect
these elements on the E∞-page.
We first note that certain topological Hochschild cohomology spectra in-
herit “Hopf algebra” type structures. It was proven in [1] that when R is
commutative, THH(R) has the structure of a Hopf algebra spectrum over R,
and hence the base extension THH(R;Q) ∼= THH(R) ∧R Q inherits a Hopf
algebra spectrum structure over Q when Q is a commutative R-algebra.
Let DQ denote the Q-Spanier-Whitehead dualization functor. The dual
DQ(C) of a Hopf algebra spectrum C over Q inherits a Q-algebra structure
from the coalgebra structure, and there are natural maps of Q-algebras
DQ(C)→ DQ(C ∧Q C)← DQ(C) ∧Q DQ(C),
where the first map is induced by the multiplication. If the second map is a
weak equivalence (such as when C is a finite cell object, or when Q is HZ(p)
or HFp and C has finitely generated homotopy groups), there is an induced
Hopf algebra spectrum structure on DQ(C) up to homotopy. In particular,
THHS(`;HFp) and THHS(`;HZ(p)) are both Hopf algebra spectra over HFp
and HZ(p) respectively.
Since THH(`;HFp) is an HFp-algebra with finitely generated homotopy
groups, we can dualize its homotopy groups directly to conclude that as a
Hopf algebra,
THH∗S(`;HFp) = E(x2p−1, x2p2−1)⊗ Γ(c1),
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where Γ(c1) denotes a divided power algebra on a class c1 in degree 2p2, and
the generators x2p−1, x2p2−1, and c1 are primitive. The divided power gener-
ator ck = γk(c1) is dual to µk, so if it survives the HFp-based Adams spectral
sequence in the category of `-modules to give an element of THH∗S(`), then
capping with it will undo the multiplications by µk that were seen on the
E∞-page. However, since this module over the Steenrod algebra is nega-
tively graded and not bounded below, there are convergence problems with
the Adams spectral sequence. We instead compare with relative topological
Hochschild cohomology.
5.1. Relative topological Hochschild cohomology of `. We write the
remainder of the section with the assumption that BP is an E∞ ring spec-
trum. If this is not the case, then we can replace BP with MU . Many of
the key points are the same; the notation is slightly simpler in the BP case.
To streamline notation further, we also let τi = ξi+1 if p = 2. We begin by
recalling the homology of ` and BP . As is standard, we denote the image
of a class under the canonical anti-automorphism by an over-line.
Proposition 5.1. As an A∗-sub-comodule algebra of A∗,
H∗` =
{
F2[τ¯20 , τ¯21 , τ¯2, . . . ] p = 2,
Fp[ξ¯1, . . . ]⊗ E(τ¯2, . . . ) p > 2,
and
H∗BP =
{
F2[τ¯20 , . . . ] p = 2,
Fp[ξ¯1, . . . ] p > 2.
Proposition 5.2. As a ring,
pi∗HFp ∧BP ` = E(τ¯2, τ¯3 . . . ),
and the map from HFp∗` induced by the unit S
0 → BP is the canonical
quotient.
Proof. We use the equivalence in ring spectra
HFp ∧BP ` ' HFp ∧HFp∧BP (HFp ∧ `).
The Ku¨nneth theorem then gives both parts of the theorem, since H∗(`;Fp)
is free over H∗(BP ;Fp). 
The universal coefficient spectral sequence on the above exterior algebra
then collapses, telling us that
THH∗BP (`;HFp) = Fp[e1, e2, . . . ],
where ei is the class in Ext corresponding to τ¯i+1.
Since this is concentrated in even degrees, we conclude that the Bockstein
spectral sequences taking us from THHBP (`;HFp) to THHBP (`) collapse,
giving
THH∗BP (`) = `∗[[e1, . . . ]].
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The structure map S0 → BP induces a commutative diagram
THHBP (`)

// THHBP (`;HFp)

THHS(`) // THHS(`;HFp)
We want to show that the elements ck in THH∗(`;HFp) lift to THH∗(`).
However, we can see this using the commutativity of the above diagram.
Proposition 5.3. The map from THH∗BP (`;HFp) to THH∗S(`;HFp) sends
ek to cpk−1.
Proof. This is immediate from our discussion of the map in homotopy
pi∗(HFp ∧ `)→ pi∗(HFp ∧BP `)
induced by the unit S0 → BP . The classical Bo¨kstedt spectral sequence
identifies the generators in ExtH∗(`) coming from τ¯k+2 with γpk(c1). 
Remark 5.4. In order to use THH relative to MU rather than relative to
BP , the following changes must be noted. The ring pi∗(HFp ∧MU `) is the
ring previously calculated as pi∗(HFp∧BP `) tensored with an exterior algebra
on classes in odd degrees. The universal coefficient spectral sequence then
shows that THH∗MU (`;HFp) is the tensor product of the ring calculated as
THH∗BP (`;HFp) with a polynomial algebra on generators in even degrees.
We can therefore conclude that in fact the elements ck all survive to
homotopy classes in THH∗S(`). It should be noted, however, that this method
does not rule out the possibility that they are torsion classes. To better
understand this, we analyze THH∗S(`;HZ(p)).
Theorem 5.5. As a Hopf algebra,
THH∗S(`;HZ(p)) = E(x2p−1)⊗ Γ(c1)/(pc1),
where x2p−1 and c1 are again primitive.
Remark 5.6. As THH∗S(`;HZ(p)) is not flat over Z(p), it is not immediate
that the comultiplication on the topological Hochschild cohomology spectrum
gives rise to a comultiplication on the level of homotopy groups. However,
the classes in THH∗S(`;HZ(p)) lie in degrees congruent to 0 and 2p− 1 mod
2p2, and hence the Tor-terms in the homotopy groups of
THHS(`;HZ(p)) ∧HZ(p) THHS(`;HZ(p)),
which lie in degrees congruent to 1, 2p, and 4p− 1 mod 2p2, cannot be in the
image.
Proof of Theorem 5.5. We first note that THH(`;HZ(p)) is a commutative
Hopf algebra spectrum over HZ(p), and the homotopy groups are finitely
generated over HZ(p) in each degree. The HZ(p)-dual, THHS(`;HZ(p)),
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therefore has finitely generated homotopy groups in each degree, and hence
the Bockstein spectral sequence
THH∗S(`;HFp)[v0]⇒ THH∗S(`;HZ(p))∧p
is a convergent spectral sequence. Multiplication by p commutes with the
comultiplication, and hence this Bockstein spectral sequence is a spectral
sequence of Hopf algebras. In order for the result to be HZ(p)-dual to
THH(`;HZ(p)), the differentials are generated by those of the form
di+1(cpi−1x2p2−1)
.= vi+10 cpi
for i ≥ 0, where we use the convention that c0 = 1. 
This theorem allows us to compute the cap product
THHkS(`;HZ(p))⊗ THHm(`;HZ(p))→ THHm−k(`;HZ(p)).
Corollary 5.7. For k < n, the cap product satisfies the following formulae
ck a an .=
(
n− 1
k
)
an−k and ck a bn .=
(
n− 1
k
)
bn−k.
We see that cpk is pk+1 torsion in THH
∗
S(`;HZ(p)), which means that in
THH∗S(`), pkcpk 6= 0. However, the Adams spectral sequence for THH∗S(`)
suggests that in fact these classes are torsion free.
Naturality of the cap product moreover implies that it commutes with
the differentials in the Bockstein spectral sequences. We will exploit both of
these remarks to compute the differentials and extensions in the remaining
spectral sequence.
6. The last Bockstein spectral sequence and THH∗(`)
The v1-Bockstein spectral sequence is pictured for p = 2 through dimen-
sion 35 in Figure 4. Here multiplication by 2 preserves the filtration, though
we have drawn it as increasing the filtration by 1 to reduce clutter.
We can now get all the differentials and extensions in this spectral se-
quence. Recall that in Section 3.2, we defined torsion elements ai = µi−1λ2
and bi = λ1ai. Since these and λ1 were all of the additive generators of
THH∗(`;HZ(p)), we can immediately conclude the following proposition for
degree reasons.
Proposition 6.1. The v1 tower on λ1 survives to E∞.
Lemma 6.2. The classes bpi are permanent cycles for all i.
Proof. Corollary 4.4 shows that the class λ1λ2µ
pi−1
2 can be lifted from a class
in THH2pn+2+2p−3(`;HFp) to a class in THH2pn+2+2p−3(`). In particular, the
reduction modulo v1 of a choice of lift gives bpi , up to multiplication by a
p-adic unit. Since the Bockstein differentials are the obstruction to lifting a
class, we conclude that these all vanish on bpi . 
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Figure 4. The v1-Bockstein spectral sequence converging to THH∗(ku)
Capping allows us to bootstrap from this to a much stronger statement.
We will use the following classical result for binomial coefficients repeatedly:
Kummer’s Theorem. [10] The p-adic valuation of
(
a+b
a
)
is the number of
carries when adding a and b in base p.
Lemma 6.3. The classes bi are permanent cycles for all i.
Proof. Pick j such that pj ≥ i, and let k = pj − i. If we consider the p-
adic expansion of pj − 1, then Kummer’s Theorem shows that the binomial
coefficient in
ck a bpj =
(
pj − 1
k
)
bi
is a p-adic unit. Naturality of the cup product then ensures that for all m,
dm(bi)
.= dm(ck a bpj ) = ck a dm(bpj ) = 0. 
6.1. The differentials. The second part of Lemma 4.1 shows that there
are no classes in degree 2pn+2 − 2. However, there are a great many classes
in the spectral sequence there. All of these classes must be killed, and there
is only one pattern of differentials that achieves this.
Theorem 6.4. The differentials in Spectral Sequence (4) are determined by
dpn+...+p(pn−1akpn−1)
.= (k − 1)vpn+...+p1 b(k−1)pn−1
for all n ≥ 1 and k ≥ 1.
Proof. We prove this in three steps. By capping with judiciously chosen
classes, we first show that if the differential is as claimed for k = p, then it
is so for k ≡ 0 modulo p. Capping down from multiples of p allows us to
conclude the differentials for all k. We then use induction on n to show the
differentials on pn−1apn . For ease of readability, let m = pn + . . .+ p.
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We assume that
dm(pn−1apn)
.= vm1 b(p−1)pn−1 ,
and we will first show that
dm(pn−1ajpn)
.= vm1 b(jp−1)pn−1
for all j ≥ 1. Naturality of the cap product with respect to the Bockstein
differentials shows that
c(j−1)pn a dm(pn−1ajpn) = dm(c(j−1)pn a pn−1ajpn).
We know that
c(j−1)pn a pn−1ajpn =
(
jpn − 1
(j − 1)pn
)
pn−1anp ,
and by Kummer’s Theorem this binomial coefficient is a p-adic unit. Hence
dm(pn−1ajpn)
.= vm1 b(jp−1)pn−1 .
This shows that we have the required differential on pn−1akpn−1 whenever
k ≡ 0 modulo p.
Now suppose k 6≡ 0 modulo p. Write
k = jp− k′
where 1 ≤ k′ ≤ p− 1. Then
ck′pn−1 a ajpn =
(
jpn − 1
k′pn−1
)
akpn−1 .
This binomial coefficient is a p-adic unit, so it follows that
dm(pn−1akpn)
.= dm(ck′pn−1 a pn−1ajpn) = ck′pn−1 a dm(pn−1ajpn)
.= ck′pn−1 a vm1 b(jp−1)pn−1 = vm1
(
(jp− 1)pn−1 − 1
k′pn−1
)
b(k−1)pn−1 .
By Kummer’s Theorem once more we find that the p-adic valuation of((jp−1)pn−1−1
k′pn−1
)
is νp(k − 1), so the differentials on pn−1akpn for all k follow
once we know
dm(pn−1apn)
.= vm1 b(p−1)pn−1 .
We prove this by induction on n. The case n = 1 is clear, since there is
visibly only one generator in dimension 2p3 − 2, namely vp1bp−1, so assume
that the result is true for all t < n. Thus if νp(r) < n − 1, then the v1-
tower of br is truncated, and therefore br will play no further role in the
computation.
We first identify all classes in degree |pn−1apn | − 1 = 2pn+2 − 2 in the
E1-term. The only even generators are the classes bi, so we are looking for
those values of k and i such that
|vk1bi| = 2(p− 1)k + 2p2i+ 2p− 2 = 2pn+2 − 2.
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Reducing modulo p − 1 or p shows that i = (p − 1)ˆı and k = pkˆ for some
integers kˆ and ıˆ. In other words, we are looking for pairs of positive integers
(kˆ, ıˆ) such that
kˆ + pıˆ = pn + · · ·+ 1.
This breaks the problem into two cases: either νp(ˆı) = n−1 or νp(ˆı) < n−1.
The former corresponds to the unique case b(p−1)pn−1 and is the only value
we want to show remains by Epn+···+p. We want to rule out the latter cases,
so assume that s = νp(ˆı) < n − 1. The inductive hypothesis tells us that
vp
s+1+···+p
1 bi = 0 on Epn+···+p. However, we also know that
kˆ = pn + · · ·+ 1− pıˆ ≥ ps + · · ·+ 1
by the above analysis, so vk1bi = v
pkˆ
1 bi = 0, as required.
We therefore conclude that there is only one class remaining in degree
2pn+2 − 2: vm1 b(p−1)pn−1 . Since b(p−1)pn−1 is a cycle, this must be the target
of a differential. In degree 2pn+2 − 1, there are the various v1-multiples of
pfapf for f < n and pn−1apn . By induction, the classes pfapf are permanent
cycles (since there are no classes in the degree immediately preceding theirs),
and thus we must have the required differential on pn−1apn . 
An easy corollary of this is that there are gaps in the even dimensional
homotopy of THH(`).
Lemma 6.5. For all n ≥ 0 and 2 ≤ k ≤ p, the even dimensional homotopy
groups of THH(`) are 0 between degrees 2kpn+2−2p+1 and 2kpn+2 +2p−3.
Proof. On the E∞-page, the classes bj support a v1 tower of length pi+· · ·+p,
where i = νp(j)+1. Thus if there are classes in the desired range, then they
originate as v1 multiples of classes bkpn−m for some m. The p-adic valuation
of the subscript is determined by that of m, and it is clear that we need only
check the largest integers kpn − m for any given p-adic valuation, namely
kpn − pm for 0 ≤ m ≤ n. However, the top v1 multiples of each of these
classes lie in the same dimension: 2kpn+2 − 2p, proving the result. 
We also note that the proof of Theorem 6.4 shows that on the E∞-page,
the Z(p)[v1]-module generated by pbpk is isomorphic to the one generated by
bpk−1 .
6.2. The Torsion Free Extensions. We adopt the notation in this section
that v0x is the image of multiplication by p on the E1-page of the spectral
sequence. We begin with the torsion free part, proving a restatement of
Theorem 2.7.
Theorem 6.6. We have additive extensions
p · a1 .= vp1λ1
and for k ≥ 1,
p · vk0apk .= vp
k+1
1 v
k−1
0 apk−1 .
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Proof. We saw in Lemma 4.2 that
THH2pi+2−1(`) = Z(p).
However, since the elements apj are pj+1-torsion, and the differentials above
only involve multiples of apj up to v
j−1
0 apj , in the 2p
j+2 − 1 stem, there are
elements vi0api and v
pi+1+···+pk+2
1 v
k
0apk for 0 ≤ k < i in this degree. Since
the group must be cyclic, we have non-trivial additive extensions, and by
the structure of Bockstein spectral sequences, we must have
p · (vpi+1+···+pk+21 vk0apk) .= vp
i+1+···+pk+1
1 v
k−1
0 apk−1 .
Comparing powers of v1 provides the desired result. 
6.3. The Torsion Extensions. That there are extensions between the tor-
sion patterns is clear: the basic differentials all arise on p-multiples of the
classes apn . By naturality, the targets of these differentials must be linked
by similar multiplications by p, and this essentially gives Theorem 6.9.
Carefully proving the extensions in the torsion patterns is much harder.
We begin by isolating repeating patterns in the torsion. For n ≥ 0 and
1 ≤ k ≤ p−1, let Tn,k be the submodule of THH∗(`) generated by all classes
bi, kpn ≤ i ≤ (k + 1)pn − 1, with degrees shifted down so that the lowest
class is in degree 0. Lemma 6.5 shows that the torsion of THH∗(`) is the
direct sum of shifts of these modules.
Theorem 6.7. The submodule Tn,k is independent of k, 0 ≤ k ≤ p− 1.
Proof. This is another capping argument. We will cap down from the case
k = p − 1. To get the lower torsion submodules, we will cap with classes
cjpn , 1 ≤ j ≤ p− 2. The generators of the examined submodule are those bi
with (p− 1)pn ≤ i ≤ pn+1 − 1. When we cap with cjpn , we get
cjpn a bi =
(
i− 1
jpn
)
bi−jpn .
However, for all i in the desired range, the p-adic expansion of i− 1 begins
with at most (p − 2)pn, this binomial coefficient is a p-adic unit and hence
an isomorphism onto. 
Corollary 6.8. The torsion submodule of THH∗(`) splits as a direct sum⊕
n≥0
p−1⊕
k=1
Σ2kp
n+2+2(p−1)Tn,k
It remains only to determine the structure of Tn,k for some k. We will
identify some extensions in Tn,p−1 and use these to determine Tn,1 com-
pletely.
We now exploit the first part of Lemma 4.1: THH2pn+3−2p(`) is a cyclic
group. On the E∞-page of the spectral sequence, there are only the elements
v
(pk+1+···+p)−1
1 bpn+1−pk , 0 ≤ k ≤ n,
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since the other v1 multiples of the intermediate elements bj are all killed
by differentials. This means that there must be extensions linking these
elements.
Theorem 6.9. There are choices of lifts of the generators in this spectral
sequence so that we have hidden additive extensions
p · bpn+1−pk = v0bpn+1−pk + vp
k+2
1 bpn+1−pk+1 ,
where v0bpn+1−pk is the image of p times bpn+1−pk on the E1-page, and where
0 ≤ k ≤ n.
Proof. We show the extensions by increasing degree. We first note that the
convergence of the Bockstein spectral sequence ensures that we can find lifts
of the classes v0bpn+1−pk which have v1 order exactly what is seen on the E∞-
page. Since the order of all elements of higher filtration in the same degree is
larger than that of v0bpn+1−pk , this choice is unique. Moreover, this implies
that pm times this lift is a lift of vm+10 bpn+1−pk which has the same v1 order
as the image in E∞. We choose this unit so that p(bpn+1−pk) = v0bpn+1−pk
modulo elements of higher filtration.
Since we must have the extensions at the end of the v1 torsion patterns
generated by the bpn+1−pk , there must be extensions linking the generating
classes. The argument is now one of decreasing induction on k. There is
only one class of higher filtration than bpn+1−pn−1 , namely v
pn+1
1 bpn+1−pn .
We must therefore have an extension
p · bpn+1−pn−1 − v0bpn+1−pn−1 .= vp
n+1
1 bpn+1−pn .
By changing both bpn+1−pn−1 and v0bpn+1−pn−1 by the same unit, we can
ensure actual equality.
The inductive step is identical. There must be a non-trivial extension
from bpn+1−pk to the subgroup generated by elements of higher filtration
which realizes this element as the generator of a cyclic group. The subgroup
of elements of higher filtration is generated by vp
k+2
1 bpn+1−pk+1 , so we must
have an extension of the form
p · bpn+1−pk − v0bpn+1−pk .= vp
k+2
1 bpn+1−pk+1 .
Simultaneously changing the lifts of bpn+1−pk and v0bpn+1−pk by a unit allows
us to produce an equality. 
Combined with Theorem 6.7, this gives hidden extensions of the form
p · b2pn−pk .= v0b2pn−pk + vp
k+2
1 b2pn−pk+1 .
We will use this to find Tn,1. After changing the choices of generators by
multiplication by units if necessary, we find the following.
Theorem 6.10. There are lifts of the generators vi0bm to Σ
2pn+2−2(p−1)Tn,1
for pn ≤ m ≤ 2pn−1 as follows. Let k = νp(m) and let k′ = νp(m−(p−1)pk).
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Then
p · bm =
{
v0bm + v
pk+2
1 v
k′−k−1
0 bm−(p−1)pk if k
′ − k − 1 ≥ 0
v0bm otherwise.
Proof. We will show this by capping down from b2pn−pk . We find that
c2pn−pk−m a b2pn−pk =
(
2pn − pk − 1
2pn − pk −m
)
bm
is a p-adic unit times bm.
Naturality of the cap product ensures that when we pull back p · b2pn−pk
via capping with c2pn−pk−m we get p · bm. Hence it is enough to determine
c2pn−pk−m a vp
k+2
1 b2pn−pk+1 = v
pk+2
1
(
2pn − pk+1 − 1
2pn − pk −m
)
bm−(p−1)pk .
By Kummer’s Theorem, we find that the p-adic valuation of this binomial
coefficient is k′ − k − 1 if k′ − k − 1 ≥ 0 and 0 if k′ = k. Hence the result
follows by noting that if k′ = k then vp
k+2
1 bm−(p−1)pk = 0. 
This result completes our analysis of Tn,1. We can now provide a dic-
tionary linking Tn,1 with the module Tn defined in Section 2. We define a
bijection between strings of length at most n and v0 multiples of classes bi,
pn ≤ i ≤ 2pn − 1, via
a1 . . . ak 0 . . . 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
j
←→ vj0bpn+a1pn−1+···+akpn−k .
The restriction on the lengths of the strings reflects both the fact that we
only consider classes in a prescribed range and the fact that the order of a
class bi is pνp(i)+1. The previous theorem then shows that all of the relations
from Section 2 are satisfied.
7. Topological Hochschild homology of ko
We can follow the same program as for THH(ku) to calculate THH∗(ko)(2).
As a starting point, Rognes and the first author [1] used the Bo¨kstedt spec-
tral sequence to conclude that
THH∗(ko;HF2) = E(λ′1, λ2)⊗ P (µ),
where |λ′1| = 5, |λ2| = 7, and |µ| = 8. Here the class λ′1 is represented by
σξ41 [1, Thm 6.2].
This serves as the starting point for a chain of spectral sequences, just as
before. In this case, however, we have an η-Bockstein spectral sequence in
addition to the four spectral sequences analogous to the ku case.
Proposition 7.1. There is a bigraded spectral sequence of algebras
(5) E1 = THH∗(ko; ku)[η]⇒ THH∗(ko).
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This spectral sequence is the Bockstein spectral sequence associated to
the cofiber sequence
Σko
η−→ ko→ ku.
Since η3 = 0 in ko∗, the spectral sequence has a horizontal vanishing line at
filtration 3, and E4 = E∞.
Just as before, this spectral sequence is essentially an Adams spectral
sequence: this is the ku-based Adams spectral sequence in the category of
ko-modules. There is a slight difference between this case and the earlier
ones: the E1-page is not given by the appropriate minimal resolution (since
(ku∗, pi∗(ku ∧ko ku)) is only a Hopf algebroid). This difficulty is reflected
in the multiplicative structure: v1 and η anti-commute. However, from the
E2-page and beyond, the Adams and Bockstein spectral sequences coincide.
The classes in THH∗(ko; ku) have bidegree (∗, 0), while η has bidegree (1, 1),
and the differentials are Adams type.
7.1. Statement of results. The homotopy groups of THH(ko) sit as an
extension of two parts, one from the torsion free part of THH∗(ko; ku)
(though this part will contain torsion) and the other from the torsion part
of THH∗(ko; ku).
Define a ko∗-module F ko as follows. Additively,
F ko =
⊕
i 6=2n−2
Σ4iZ[η]/(2η, η2)⊕
⊕
n≥1
Σ4(2
n−2)Z.
Multiplication by v21 sends the Z in degree 4i isomorphically to the Z in
degree 4i + 4, except when i = 2n − 2, in which case multiplication by v21
sends the Z to 2Z. (Since v21 6∈ ko∗ we should instead say that multiplication
by 2v21 ∈ ko∗ acts as multiplication by 2 when i 6= 2n−2 and as multiplication
by 4 when i = 2n − 2.) In all figures that follow, multiplication by v21 will
be denoted by a dashed line.
Next we define the “torsion pieces” T˜n and DT˜n. Let
T˜n = Z[v21]/(2n, 2n−1v21, . . . , (v21)2
n−1).
Let D denote the Z[v21]-module given as the quotient
Z/2∞[v21]→ Z/2∞[v±21 ]→ D → 0.
This is the dualizing object for Z[v21]-modules. Let
DT˜n = HomZ[v21 ](T˜n, D)
denote the dual of T˜n. Since T˜n is positively graded, starting in dimension
0, DT˜n is negatively graded with top class in dimension 0.
These modules occur in dual pairs, grouped according to torsion patterns
from THH∗(ko; ku). Let
T kon =
2n−1−1⊕
k=1
(
Σ16kT˜ν(k)+1 ⊕ Σ2
n+3−16k−10DT˜ν(k)+1
)
⊕
(
T˜n ⊕ Σ2n+3−10DT˜n
)
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Theorem 7.2. As a ko∗-module, THH∗(ko) sits in a short exact sequence
0→ Σ5F ko → THH∗(ko)→
⊕
n>0
Σ2
n+3+4T kon → 0.
The extension is completely determined by the requirement that twice the
generator of lowest degree in Σ2
n+4−6DT˜n ⊂ Σ2n+3+4T kon is the unique non-
zero element in Σ5F ko in that degree.
Corollary 7.3. On THH(ko), η2 acts trivially.
Proof. This is clear because η2 acts trivially on F˜ and η acts trivially on
each T˜n and DT˜n. 
There is another ko-module in which η2 is 0: the connective, self-conjugate
K-theory spectrum kc = ko ∧ C(η2). This is an E∞-ring spectrum (arising
as the connective cover of KUhZ where Z acts as ψ−1 through its quotient
Z/2), and for modules over this spectrum, v21-multiplication is a well-defined
operation, since this is an element of pi∗kc [7]. Since η2 acts as zero in
THH(ko), we present the following conjecture.
Conjecture 7.4. The ko-module summand THH(ko) admits the structure
of a module over kc.
Figure 5 shows the homotopy of THH(ko) through degree 34, while Fig-
ure 6 shows the torsion in THH∗(ko) arising from Σ32T ko2 and Σ68T ko3 be-
tween degree 36 and 92. In Figure 6 the vertical arrows indicate extensions
connecting the classes to Σ5F ko.
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Figure 5. THH∗(ko) through degree 34
7.2. Computing THH∗(ko; ku). This computation is similar to that of
THH(ku), and we omit the proofs. We remark, however, that THHS(ku)
acts on THH(ko; ku), allowing a faithful mirroring of the proofs. Let a′i
denote a lift of λ2µi−1 from THH∗(ko;HF2) to THH∗(ko;HZ) and let b′i =
λ′1a′i. We therefore have |a′i| = 8i − 1 and |b′i| = 8i + 4. These classes play
the roles of the classes ai and bi. We have the following results:
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Figure 6. The torsion between degrees 36 and 92
Theorem 7.5. The torsion free summand of THH∗(ko; ku) is F ′ ·λ′1, where
F ′ is the ku∗-module
F ′ = ku∗
[
v2
k+1−3
1
2k
; k ≥ 1
]
⊂ ku∗ ⊗Q.
The torsion is also similar. Define T ′0 = ku∗/(2, v1), and define T ′n re-
cursively by gluing together two copies of T ′n−1 along a v1-tower of length
2n+2 − 3. Alternatively, define T ′n as Σ−2v1Tn ⊂ Σ−2Tn.
Theorem 7.6. The torsion summand of THH∗(ko; ku) is, as a ku∗-module,
2-locally isomorphic to the following direct sum:⊕
n≥0
Σ2
n+3+4T ′n.
These results are closely related to those of Section 6. The natural
ring map from ko to ku induces maps of the four Bockstein spectral se-
quences, and this will allow us to relate the resulting computations. As
initial input, the Bo¨kstedt spectral sequence shows that the natural map
from THH∗(ko;HF2) to THH∗(ku;HF2) sends λ′1 to 0 and λ2 and µ to
themselves. This means that a′i, being represented by λ2µ
i−1, maps to ai.
The ku∗-module structure then forces λ′1 and 2ka′2k in THH∗(ko; ku) to map
to v1λ1 and 2ka2k respectively in THH∗(ku). Naturality of the Bockstein
spectral sequences then ensures that b′i maps to v1bi.
Proposition 7.7. The homotopy of THH(ko; ku) sits as the ku∗-submodule
of THH∗(ku) generated by v1λ1, the classes 2ka2k , and v1 times the torsion
patterns Tn.
Considering the effect of inverting v1 allows us to conclude the following
Corollary.
Corollary 7.8. The canonical map THH(KO;KU)→ THH(KU) is a weak
equivalence.
In particular, a homotopy-fixed point / Galois descent argument allows
us to determine THH(KO).
Corollary 7.9. As a KO-module,
THH(KO) = KO ∨ ΣKOQ.
The homotopy of THH(ko; ku) is depicted through degree 35 in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. The homotopy of THH(ko; ku)
7.3. The η-Bockstein spectral sequence. We first review the η-Bockstein
spectral sequence E1(ku) = ku∗[η]⇒ ko∗. In this case we have
d1(v1) = 2η, d1(v21) = 0, and d3(v
2
1) = η
3.
In particular, E2 = Z[v21, η]/2η has infinite η-towers off of every power of v21,
and E4 equals E∞. There are no extensions, and E∞ is the homotopy of ko.
Let us write Spectral Sequence (5) as
E1 = Σ5E1(F ′)⊕
⊕
n≥1
Σ2
n+3+4E1(T ′n),
where E1(F ′) = F ′[η] and E1(T ′n) = T ′n[η].
Proposition 7.10. The splitting
E1 = Σ5E1(F ′)⊕
⊕
n≥1
Σ2
n+3+4E1(T ′n)
is a direct sum of differential graded modules over E1(ku). Moreover, there
are no differentials connecting the summands E1(T ′n) and E1(T ′m) for n 6= m.
Proof. Let T ′ =
⊕
Σ2
n+3+4T ′n. Then for all x ∈ T ′, the degree of x is even,
while for every y ∈ Σ5F ′, the degree of y is odd. Since d1-differentials change
parity, there are no d1-differentials connecting E1(T ′) and E1(Σ5F ). (Simi-
larly, there are no possible d3-differentials connecting these summands.)
For the second part, we again argue by degrees. The analysis of the
even dimensional homotopy of THH(ko; ku) shows that between dimensions
2n+3 − 2 and 2n+3 + 2, THHeven(ko; ku) = 0. In particular, any differential
connecting Σ2
n+3+4T ′n and Σ2
n+2+4T ′n−1 must be a d>3. 
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Theorem 7.11. In E1(Σ5F ′), we have d1-differentials determined by
d1
(
v2
n+1−3
1
2n
λ′1
)
= η
v2
n+1−4
1
2n−1
λ′1.
Proof. For degree reasons, λ′1 is a permanent cycle. The result follows im-
mediately from the E1(ku)-differential graded module structure. 
Note that this leaves the η-towers on classes
v2
n+1−2+2i
1
2n
λ′1
untruncated for each n ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ i ≤ 2n − 2. These classes link the
modules E2(Σ5F ′) and E2(T ′), and, as we shall see, are permanent cycles.
Some of these are easy to see, however.
Corollary 7.12. The classes v
2n+1−2
1
2n λ
′
1 are permanent cycles, and so there
are no differentials from the torsion free summand to the torsion summands.
Proof. The first part is an immediate degree check. The class v
2n+1−2
1
2n λ
′
1 is
in degree 2n+2 + 1. By the previous theorem, the closest η-torsion free class
of smaller degree is b′2n−1−1, which is in degree 2
n+2 − 4. Since the spectral
sequence collapses at E4, we cannot have any differentials originating on our
class.
As a consequence, since v21-multiplication commutes with d1 and d2-
differentials, we learn that all of the η-torsion free classes in the torsion
free part, the previously described v21-multiples of
v2
n+1−2
1
2n λ
′
1, are d1- and d2-
cycles. Proposition 7.10 shows that the only possible differentials connecting
the torsion and torsion free summands are d2-differentials, so we conclude
that there are no differentials from torsion free classes to torsion ones. 
Theorem 7.13. Using the module structure over the spectral sequence for
E∗(ku), the differentials in the torsion summands are determined by the
following:
d1(b′a2k) = η
a− 1
2
v2
k+2−1
1 b
′
(a−1)2k for a 6= 1 odd, and
d2(b′2n) = η
2 v
2n+2−2
1
2n+1
λ′1.
Proof. We prove that d1 or d2 on b′i is as claimed by induction on i. Write i
as a2k with a odd. We begin by listing all the possible differentials on b′
a2k
by considering all classes in degree |b′
a2k
| − 1.
We first consider d1 and d3-differentials. By Proposition 7.10, we know
that these all take place within a single torsion summand. Here the analysis
of the structure of the torsion summands allows us to quickly enumerate
classes. For each class b′i, the only classes in degree |b′i| − 2 and |b′i| − 4
are the appropriate v1-multiples of those classes which arise in the hidden
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multiplication-by-2 extensions seen in Theorem 6.10. Since p = 2, essen-
tially every class had non-trivial extensions and the analysis is substantially
simplified.
For each m ≥ 1 such that a+ 1 ≡ 0 modulo 2m and a 6= 2m − 1, there is
a possible d1-differential
d1(b′a2k) = η
a+ 1− 2m
2m
v
(2m−1)2k+2−1
1 b
′
(a+1−2m)2k .
and a possible d3-differential
d3(b′a2k) = η
3a+ 1− 2m
2m
v
(2m−1)2k+2−2
1 b
′
(a+1−2m)2k .
The possible targets are also the only classes in the appropriate degree whose
v21-order is less than or equal to that of b
′
i. We remark in passing that the
coefficients seen here are, up to a 2-adic unit, the same integers as the powers
of v0 seen in Theorem 6.10.
The d2-differentials connect the torsion and torsion free summands. A
counting check shows that if n is such that 2n ≤ a2k ≤ (2n+1 − 1), there is
a possible d2 differential
d2(b′a2k) = η
2 v
a2k+2−2
1
2n+1
λ′1.
We now prove the result by induction on i. The base case of i = 1 is
immediate from the collapse of the spectral sequence at E4. Now assume
that the differentials are as listed for all j < i. We will first show that there
is only one possible differential on b′i whose target is non-zero modulo the
differentials implied by the induction hypothesis, and we will then show that
b′i cannot be a permanent cycle, even if corrected by v
2
1-divisible terms. This
will show that up to a different basis, the differentials are as described.
By the final part of Proposition 7.10, if a = 1, so i = 2n for some n, there
is always only one possible non-trivial differential:
d2(b′2n) = η
2 v
2n+2−2
1
2n+1
λ′1.
Now assume that a > 1. If m ≥ 1 with a 6= 2m− 1, then by the induction
hypothesis, the class
η3
a− 2m + 1
2m
v
(2m−1)2k+2−2
1 b
′
(a+1−2m)2k
supports a d1 or d2-differential, since b′(a+1−2m)2k does and these differentials
commute with v21-multiplication. Thus there cannot be any d3-differentials.
For d1-differentials, if m > 1 with a 6= 2m − 1, we find by induction that
d1(v
(2m−1−1)2k+2
1 b
′
(a−2m−1+1)2k) = η
a− 2m + 1
2m
v
(2m−1)2k+2−1
1 b
′
(a−2m+1)k.
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Similarly, we have
d2(va2
k+2−2n+2
1 b
′
2n) = η
2 v
a2k+2−2
1
2n+1
λ′1.
We therefore conclude that by adding v1-divisible elements, we may assume
without loss of generality that either b′
a2k
is a permanent cycle or the differ-
ential is as described in the theorem.
Now suppose b′
a2k
is an infinite cycle. Then it follows from the E∗(ku)-
module structure that the top nonzero v1-power on b′a2k , v
2k+2−4
1 b
′
a2k
, is an
infinite cycle as well. Hence η3v2
k+2−4
1 b
′
a2k
must be a boundary.
We consider all possible classes in degree |η3v2k+2−41 b′a2k |+1 = (a+1)2k+3.
The v1-towers on b′j for j < a2
k have already been accounted for by in-
duction. Corollary 7.12 shows that there can be no differentials from the
torsion free summands, so we only need to consider the v1-towers on b′j for
a2k < j < (a + 1)2k, for degree reasons. However, the v1-towers on these
classes, together with the v1-tower on b′a2k , generate a copy of T
′
k starting
in degree a2k+3 + 4 and ending in degree (a + 1)2k+3 − 4. In particular,
none of these can support a differential truncating η on v2
k+2−4
1 b
′
a2k
, and we
conclude that b′
a2k
must support the nontrivial differential. 
We present the E2-page through dimension 35 as Figure 8. We remark
that though we have drawn v1 and v0 in filtration 1, in the Bockstein spectral
sequence they have filtration 0. Thus the differentials drawn are simply d2-
differentials. We remark also that classes drawn in black have filtration zero
or 1, while those drawn in gray have filtration at least two.
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Figure 8. The η-Bockstein E2-page
Note that the E∞ term consists of a direct sum of F ko with a sum of copies
of T˜k and DT˜k for each T ′n, so this proves Theorem 7.2 up to extensions.
In particular, all classes in the spectral sequence are either η or η2 torsion.
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We remark that while it is in general tedious to name the generators of
the summands of T kon , the lowest degree class in the copy of DT˜n in T
ko
n is
represented by v2
n+1−1
1 b
′
2n . This element and its v
2
1-multiples are the sources
of the hidden extensions.
7.4. Resolving the Extensions. The results about differentials show that
THH∗(ko) is some extension of the direct sum of all of the torsion modules
with Σ5F ko. It remains only to solve this extension problem. By the struc-
ture of Bockstein spectral sequences, the target of an exotic multiplication
by 2 or v41 must be η-divisible.
Lemma 7.14. The only possible additive extensions are hidden multiplications-
by-2 connecting Σ2
n+4−6DT˜n ⊂ T ′n and F ko · λ′1 for n ≥ 1.
Proof. The only η-divisible classes are in degrees congruent to 2 modulo 4.
This rules out any exotic extensions originating on the summands of the
form T˜k from any T kon , and these therefore occur as direct summands of
the homotopy. Similarly, there are no exotic extensions originating on the
submodule F ko · λ′1, since the target of these must be η-divisible.
We argue the remaining cases by considering the v41-orders of the possible
sources and targets of exotic multiplications by 2. We consider the sum-
mands of the form DT˜ν(k)+1 in T kon . For degree reasons, the v
4
1-order of every
element in DT˜ν(k)+1 is strictly less than the v41-order of the possible targets
of exotic multiplications by 2. Thus, if there were an exotic multiplication by
2 on an element a, then we would necessarily have a complementary exotic
multiplication by v41. By replacing a with its largest non-trivial v
4
1-multiple,
we may assume without loss of generality that v41a = 0. Then if 2 · a = η · b,
we have
v41 · η · b = v41 · 2 · a = 2 · v41 · a = 2 · v41 · η · b,
since v41 ·η·b is the only possible non-trivial target of any hidden extensions in
the same degree as v41a. Since v
4
1-multiplication is faithful in these degrees,
we conclude there can be no such extension. 
We remark that the arguments employed in the previous lemma do not
apply to elements from the summand Σ2
n+4−6DT˜n ⊂ T ′n, and in fact, here
we see extensions.
Theorem 7.15. There are hidden multiplications-by-2
2 · v2n+1−1+2k1 b′2n = ηv2
n+1+2k
1
v2
n+2−2
1
2n+1
λ′1,
for 0 ≤ k ≤ 2n − 2 and n ≥ 1.
Proof. The η-Bockstein spectral sequence used above arises by iterating the
cofiber sequences
Σko
η−→ ko ρ−→ ku.
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In truth, this amounts to a simplification of bookkeeping: by considering
infinitely many copies of the cofiber sequence, indexed by the multiples of
the degree of η, we can remember η-torsion information. It considerably
simplifies the exposition for this argument to consider instead the singly
graded spectral sequence arising from the exact couple given by applying pi∗
to the above cofiber sequence.
Let D∗ = THH∗(ko) and E∗ = THH∗(ko; ku). The maps in the exact
couple are given by multiplication-by-η:
η∗ : D∗ → D∗+1,
the reduction modulo η:
ρ∗ : D∗ → E∗,
and the connecting homomorphism:
∂ : E∗ → D∗−2.
The maps in the bigraded η-Bockstein spectral sequence also all arise from
the maps η∗, ρ∗, and the connecting map ∂, and thus they are the same
as for the singly graded spectral sequence. Our earlier analysis of the bi-
graded Bockstein spectral sequence therefore gives a complete analysis of
the differentials in the singly graded Bockstein spectral sequence.
We consider the class a = b′3·2n−1 ∈ THH∗(ko; ku). By Theorem 7.13, this
class supports a d1-differential of the form
d1(a) = ηv2
n+1−1
1 b
′
2n .
By the same theorem, 2a supports a d2-differential:
d2(2a) = η2v2
n+1
1
v2
n+2−2
1
2n+1
λ′1.
Tracing these statements back to the exact couple proves our result. Con-
sider the element ∂(a) ∈ THH∗(ko). By definition, this is an η-torsion lift of
v2
n+1−1
1 b
′
2n in THH∗(ko; ku). Since d1(2a) = 0, we learn that 2∂(a) = ∂(2a)
in THH∗(ko) is in the image of multiplication-by-η. The d2-differential
amounts to division by η followed by application of ρ∗, and this tells us
that η−12∂(a) is detected by v2n+11
v2
n+2−2
1
2n+1
λ′1 in THH∗(ko; ku). We therefore
conclude that in THH∗(ko),
2v2
n+1−1
1 b
′
2n = 2∂(a) = η
(
η−12∂(a)
)
= ηv2
n+1
1
v2
n+2−2
1
2n+1
λ′1.
This argument applies mutatis mutandis to the classes v21a, and multipli-
cation by powers of v41 then completes the proof. 
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